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Tax Reform and Beef  Cow
Replacement  Strategy
Robert Innes and Hoy Carman
This paper models optimal beef cow replacement  strategy in a stochastic environment
under U.S. income  tax rules effective before and after the Tax Reform Act of 1986.
Under each tax regime,  the producer's buy versus raise decision and optimal culling
age choice are  analyzed.  Per-cow profit levels  are also  calculated.  Results of the
numerical analysis  indicate that tax law changes, particularly the loss of the capital
gains exclusion and restrictions  on preproduction expensing,  will have significant
effects on both optimal decisions  and profitability of beef cow operations.  When
provisions of the Tax  Reform Act of 1986 are  fully effective in  1988, the optimum
age for culling beef cows will increase,  as will the after-tax costs of beef cow
operations.
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Beef cattle producers must decide when to re-
place aging  cows and whether to raise  or buy
the replacements. A variety of  income tax pro-
visions  influences  both  choices,  including
availability of tax credits, special treatment  of
capital  gains  income,  preproductive  expense
limitations,  depreciation  schedules,  and mar-
ginal tax rates.  This paper examines  optimal
replacement strategies and associated per-cow
profit levels under U.S. tax rules effective  be-
fore  and  after the  Tax  Reform  Act of  1986
(TRA).
Conceptually,  the  analysis  draws  on  asset
replacement theory developed by Burt, Perrin,
and Chisholm (1966). As in Burt's model, sto-
chastic  disturbances  are  permitted  by incor-
porating probabilities  of a cow dying,  of a live
cow not producing a calf,  and of early culling
because  of illness or poor productivity.
Several other authors have also investigated
the  application  of replacement  theory to beef
cow  operations,  but in settings  and  with ob-
jectives that are quite different than here. The
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previous research which  is closest in spirit to
this study was done by Kay and Rister. Using
a nonstochastic  model,  they derived optimal
culling ages and buy versus  raise strategies in
the presence of tax provisions prevailing in the
mid- 1  970s. Another article by Rister and Kay
analyzed the impact of  capital gains provisions
on  optimal replacement  age but not the buy
versus  raise  choice  and,  again,  in  a  nonsto-
chastic  environment.  Other  studies  have  in-
cluded  stochastics  but  not taxes  or  the  buy
versus  raise  choice  (Bentley,  Waters,  and
Shumway; Bentley and Shumway; Trapp).
The importance of income tax rules to beef
cow management practices  can hardly be ex-
aggerated.  Investment tax credits  (ITCs) give
a major  bonus  to buyers;  by  subsidizing  re-
placement heifer purchase costs, ITCs also en-
courage  early  replacement.  Favorable  tax
treatment of capital gains income permits rais-
ers to  sell  cows and exclude  60%  of the pro-
ceeds from taxable income; they thereby favor
a "raise"  strategy and  also shorter cow lives.
Preproductive  expense provisions and depre-
ciation  schedules  affect the  timing of tax  de-
ductions,  with  different  effects  depending  on
whether  a "buy"  or a "raise"  strategy is pur-
sued. As the expensing provisions become more
liberal and the depreciation regimes more rap-
id, tax benefits of replacement increase,  tend-
ing to favor earlier culling.  Moreover, the for-
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mer provisions have a greater effect on raisers,
who incur greater preproductive costs. In con-
trast, the latter schedules have  a greater effect
on buyers  who  must capitalize  the purchase
cost of a replacement.  Finally, tax rates affect
the relative  magnitudes  of tax-generated  and
nontax-generated  cash  flows  as  well  as  their
temporal distribution; thus, changes in cow re-
placement  strategy will  likely result  from  re-
vised tax rate  schedules.
The TRA changes all of  these tax provisions.
Expensing  of preproductive  costs,  ITCs  and
capital gains exclusions have been eliminated.
In  addition,  tax depreciation  has been  accel-
erated and the number of tax brackets,  as well
as the relevant  marginal  tax rates,  have been
reduced. A priori, the  combined  effects  of all
these  changes  on  optimal  beef cow  replace-
ment strategy are ambiguous.
The  following  analysis  is  intended  to  sort
out these tax effects and their implications for
producer profits in a realistic model of the cow-
calf producer's choice problem. The analytical
model  is  presented  in  the  next  section,  fol-
lowed by a description  of the data inputs.  The
final section presents  results of the analysis.
The Model
Theoretical Development
Because risk of cow death implies a risk of the
cow's  unplanned  and  early  replacement,  the
starting point for our analysis is Burt's model
of asset replacement under risk.  Formally, let
T be planned  replacement  age and  4 a man-
agement  policy parameter  which  affects  cash
flows.  Then  the  present  value  of cash  flows
from a  single  animal  (asset) without  replace-
ment is
(1)  PV(T, 0) =  R(0,  ¢) +  ,  ( tR(t,  )  Q(t - 1)
+ Q(T)M(T,  0)3T,
where  f  is the discount  factor;  R(t, 0) is  the
net expected revenues from an animal in year
t, assuming it lives to year  (t - 1); Q(t) is the
probability  that the animal survives  to age  t;
and M(T, 0)  is the animal's  salvage  value  in
year  T. In order to c6nvert  the present value
in  (1)  into  a value  with replacement,  the  op-
erator is assumed to replace  the animal when-
ever it dies and then to repeat the policy regime
of (T,  4). Thus,  if L(T) is the  lifespan of the
animal (a random variable with a distribution
which depends on T), the value of the repeated
replacement policy is
(2)  V(T,  4)  = PV(T, 0) + E{fL(
T V(T,  4)},
where the expectation operator is over L(T).1
Solving for  V(T,  ¢),2
(3)  V(T, 0) =  {1  - E( L()}-  PV(T, 0).
The  optimal  T and  0 will  maximize  V(T,  4)
in (3).
Structure of the Beef Cow
Replacement Problem
This analysis adapts and applies the foregoing
model to the beef cow producer's choice prob-
lem by positing (a) stationary  prices, technol-
ogy, and opportunity costs; (b) stochastic birth
rates; and (c) stochastic cow illness and death.
Each operator maximizes the present value of
the infinite stream of risky cash flows by choice
of planned  culling age,  T,  and a replacement
strategy of either raising his own replacements
or purchasing bred yearlings.
The adapted optimization problem has sev-
eral important features:
Timing. In practice,  heifer  and steer calves
(in the winter cycle) are weaned at the begin-
ning of November. A heifer is bred in the sub-
sequent spring to produce a weaned offspring
two  years  after  its  own  weaning.  Producers
pursuing a buy replacement  strategy purchase
a bred yearling heifer approximately  one year
after it is weaned.  These timing attributes  of
the cow replacement problem are incorporated
in the analysis below.
Large numbers.  The  producer  will  be  as-
sumed to operate  a large ranch so that the law
of large  number applies.  Hence,  if pursuing a
raise strategy, the producer will anticipate death
loss and will plan replacements  accordingly.3
t L(T) takes  on a value  of t <  T with probability  Q(t - 1) -
Q(t) and a value of T with probability  Q(T - 1).
2  The nonstochastic analog to (3) involves no risk of unplanned
replacement;  thus, without death  risk, L(T) would equal  T with a
probability of one and the familiar annuity operator,  (1 - fT)
-
1,
would  emerge (as in Perrin  and Chisholm  1974).
3 The  large ranch  assumption  also  implies  that IRC  Sec.  179
expensing  is  irrelevant  to the  present  choice  problem.  This  tax
provision  permits the  expensing of up  to $10,000  of capital ac-
quisitions  for  operators  with  capital  investments  of  less  than
$200,000 for the year; before  1987, the allowance was $5,000. For
an operation which  is large  (but not too  large  to be disqualified
from Sec.  179 treatment), the  $10,000  expense  allowance  will be
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Cow death. When a cow dies, the producer
leaves the remains to  a rendering  plant at no
cost or benefit to himself.
Cost/revenue realization.  Costs of maintain-
ing a heifer or cow are assumed to be incurred
at the beginning of each period, while revenues
are realized at the end of each period.
Bayesian  updating. In a crude way, this anal-
ysis recognizes that when a cow does not give
birth to a live offspring, the producer will up-
date his  subjective probability assessments  of
the cow's productivity. This updating will often
lead to early culling.  Specifically,  this analysis
assumes that a fixed proportion  of unproduc-
tive cows,  y, are culled.4
Fixed capacity. Implicit in the infinite  ho-
rizon  construction is a fixed capacity  for ani-
mals. In other words,  the problem of interest
here is not the choice of optimal capacity but
rather the choice of management strategy which
maximizes  the value  of each  capacity  unit.5
Analytically,  this  per-unit  criterion  must  be
recognized  explicitly and  value measures  ad-
justed  accordingly.  Specifically,  a  raise  deci-
sion requires use of extra capacity in the raising
process, capacity which is not required with a
buy  strategy.  Hence,  the value  of cash flows
must be adjusted by a factor which reflects the
number of animal slots required for each pro-
ductive cow.
Extra replacements. For every replacement
heifer raised on a ranch, there are, in general,
other heifers kept beyond calving age. The ac-
tual replacements  are chosen among the pos-
sible  replacements  according to timing of cy-
cling and weight. The University of California
Cooperative  Extension  Service,  for example,
recommends that two heifers be kept for every
replacement heifer  desired.  In  practice,  how-
ever, ranchers  retain  only  10%  to  20%  more
heifers than they  will need  for replacement.6
used regardless  of replacement  practices.  However,  for the small
operator,  some  of this  allowance  may  go  unused  when  a  raise
approach to replacement  is taken. In this case, the allowance gives
an additional  incentive  to buy  some of the  replacements,  an in-
centive which is  not considered  here.
4 Other  studies  (Bentley and  Shumway;  Bentley,  Waters,  and
Shumway; Trapp) assume that all unproductive  heifers are culled
(i.e.,  y =  1).
5  If annual  capacity  rents  were incorporated  in cash  flows,  the
cow-calf operator  would maximize PV(T, 4) in (1) and choose a
capacity level (herd  size) such that the maximized value of PV()
for the marginal cow was zero. For discussion and analysis of such
herd size  choices,  see Trapp.
6 We are indebted to the University of  California Livestock Farm
Advisor, Daniel Drake, for  these observations.
Some of these extra heifers are retained to deal
with death risk for planned replacements. And
most are not kept for a full year after weaning
but rather for only seven to eight months. Ad-
justing the percentage so as to reflect full-year-
equivalent retentions  and not to reflect  an al-
lowance  for death  of replacements  (which  is
incorporated elsewhere  in the analysis),  extra
retention of 10%  is considered realistic. In the
analysis,  an extra  retention  parameter,  77, is
varied around 10% to determine the sensitivity
of predicted outcomes.
Taxable income.  In  order  to  avoid  carry-
back/carryforward  complications,  we assume
that  the  cow-calf  operator  has  sufficient  in-
come to use all tax deductions and tax credits
during the  period in which they arise.
Problem Formalization










bred yearling heifer price
cull  cow  price,  age greater than
two
slaughter heifer price
Wct  mean weight of a heifer calf born
to a cow of age  t
Wst  mean weight of a  steer calf born
to a cow of age  t
Wht  mean weight of age  t cow
WeV  mean weight of a heifer  calf re-
tained for replacement
W!y  mean weight of a yearling heifer
kept for replacement
OCt  cost of maintaining a cow of age
t for one year
0t  probability  that  a  cow  of age  t
produces  live offspring
qt  probability  that a  cow of age  (t
- 1)  will live to age  t
Vt  proportion  of productive  age  t
cows which are culled due to ill-
ness
7y  proportion  of  nonproductive
cows which are culled
Xr  extra  retention  for replacement
heifers
(1  +  i)- 1, where  i is the oppor-
tunity cost of funds
T  planned culling age
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Table 1.  Cash Flows  with Raise Strategy Under Pre-TRA Tax Law
Time  Cow Age  Expected Cash Flow
-2  1  R_ 2 = -(PW  + OC2)(  1  -)(  +  n)
-1  2  R  , = -OC 3(1  - r)  + r1VWh2Ph2(l  - r(1  - CGE))
0, ... , (T-  4)  t= {3,  .. , (T-  1)}  R,_  = {1/2(PWc,  + Pis,)0,
- OC,+,(o,(l - v,)  + (1 - 0,)(1  - 7))}(1  - l)
+ [0,v,  + (1  - 0,)']Ph  Wh2(1  - r(1  - CGE))
T-  3  T  RT-3  =  {1/2(PcWc  + PSVST)0}(1  - r)
+ Ph7  h(1  - (1 - CGE))
Note: O,v,  +  (1 - 0,)y is the probability  that an age t(<  ) heifer is  culled. Likewise,  ,(1  - v,)  + (1 - 0,)(1  - ) is the probability that
an age  t cow  is not culled.
Tax parameters:
r  marginal tax rate of  the producer
Dt  depreciation  percentage  on  a
capital asset, five-year tax life, in
year t of the tax life
CGE  capital  gains  exclusion  percent-
age
ITC  investment  tax  credit  percent-
age.7
The  producer's  maximization  problem  is
solved by first computing the present value of
cash  flows  (with  repeated  replacements)  for
each  of the planned  cull  age  and buy  versus
raise strategies. The optimal replacement pol-
icy is then found in stages.  First, the optimal
planned culling age,  T, and present  value,  V,
are  found  for  each  of the  raise  and  buy  ap-
proaches.  Second, the two maximal values are
compared in order to determine which replace-
ment strategy, buy or raise, is best. By carrying
out this two-stage maximization under  differ-
ent  tax  regimes,  the  effects  of the  tax  law
changes on optimal decisions are revealed.
Present Values with a Raise
Replacement Strategy
Consider first the case of pre-TRA tax law. To
calculate  the  raise  strategy  present  value  for
this case,  we must first identify expected cash
flows, {Rt}, for each period in the life of  a single
cow, assuming the cow lives to that period (see
table  1).  Note that  time  0  is selected  to  cor-
respond with the first year in which the cow is
7  Under  pre-TRA  tax  law,  a "buyer"  of  a replacement  heifer
could  take  a  10%  investment  tax credit,  in  which  case  he was
obligated to reduce the depreciable basis of the heifer by one-half
of the ITC.  However,  he could alternately  have elected to take an
8%  ITC with no adjustment to basis. In our analysis, we tested for
the optimal ITC election, finding that it always paid buyers to take
the full  10% ITC.
productive.  Thus, when  a cow is replaced  in
time  t,  it  is  as if a replacement  calf was  set
aside for breeding two years before.  This con-
struction  permits  comparison  with  the  pur-
chase  strategy,  in which  such forethought  is
unnecessary.
The next step is to identify the probabilities
associated with each of the R, cash flows given
in table  1, as  well  as the probabilities  of re-
quired replacement.  To this end, define  Qs, as
the probability that a cow will survive to age t
(considering death risk as well as early culling
due to illness or lack of productivity),  and QR,I
as the probability  that a cow  will  be  replac-
ed  at  age  t.  These  variables  are  expressed
in table 2.
Based on tables 1 and 2 and the logic of part
A,  the present value  of the  infinite stream  of
risky cash flows can be written as
/  1  \  /RT-3
(4)  V(T)=  r-2  · *  (  tR Q. )
1-  'AQR.,  t=2
t=0
As noted earlier,  this value measure relates
to more  than a  single  unit of productive cow
capacity.  In order  to maintain  a  productive
cow every  period,  some capacity  must be re-
served for the raising process. To convert V(T)
to  a per-productive-unit  basis,  two  expecta-
tions  must  be  calculated:  first,  the  expected
number  of productive  periods  with  a  single
animal E(NI T), and second, the expected total
number  of periods  in which  a  single  animal
will absorb  a unit of capacity.  Based on table
2 (where  q* is defined),
q*l,) (5)  E(NI PT  =  (t-  1)  q  *(1
t=l  n=l
+ (T-  2)-  *  I  n
n=l
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and the second expectation will be E(N T)  +
(1 +  r). Note that a  productive period  is de-
fined as  one in which  a  cow is  held and can
produce, even though the cow may die during
the period.  This treatment  is symmetric with
the buy  strategy.
Using (5),  V(T)  must be adjusted to a  per-
productive-unit  value,  V*(T), as  follows:
(6)  V*()  E(N I  T)  +  (1 +  V))
The optimal planned culling age will maximize
V*(T)  by  choice  of T;  denoting  this  optimal
culling age by  T*, the associated per-capacity-
unit value  is  V*(T*).
With post-TRA tax law, table  1 changes to
reflect  capitalization  and depreciation  of pre-
productive  expenses,  and  loss  of the  capital
gains  exclusion  (see  table  3A).8 In  addition,
there is  a tax write-off for the  undepreciated
capital value  of a  cow in the  event of death.
This write-off yields the tax savings  shown in
table 3B,  wherein  Xt is tax  savings in year t if
the cow dies in that year,  QD,,  is the probability
that the  cow survives  to year  t - 1 and  dies
(of natural causes)  in year t.9
The  discounted  expected  value  of the  latter
T-3
cash flows,  t
3 XtQDt, must be added to the
t=- 1
second term in  (4) to calculate  V(T).  Thus,
(7)  V*(T)  E(  N  )+E(N  T)
T-2 (  1  } 1l  - Z  QRftQ
t=o
8 The TRA  still permits expensing of preproductive  costs pro-
vided the operator also takes straight-line depreciation  on his cap-
ital  assets.  Though we  assume here  that the raising operator has
elected  to capitalize  in  order to  retain  accelerated  depreciation
allowances, we also perform the analysis with post-1987 expensing
of preproductive  costs.  This  procedure  permits us  to determine
the sensitivity of outcomes to the tax treatment  of preproductive
costs, as  well  as the value to cow-calf operators of the expensing
alternative. However, our model does not permit us to address the
choice between  expensing  and capitalizing  since  we do not incor-
porate measures  of nonanimal assets.
9 Qo., does  not include the extra.probability  of early  culling in
year  t since the  tax savings from  early  culling are  included in  R,
(table 3A).
I  K t(Rt]QSt + XtQD,
where x-2  =  0.
Present Values with a Buy
Replacement Strategy
Under pre-TRA tax law, the major differences
between cash flows under the buy strategy and
those  presented  in table  1 are  due  to the in-
vestment  tax  credit  and  depreciation  on  the
capital  asset,  the purchased  heifer  (see  table
4A). The associated probabilities  are identical
to those  in table  2,  with  one  exception:  q2 is
replaced by  1. (Buyers need not be concerned
with prepurchase  death risk.)
Because  a buy  strategy  produces  a  depre-
ciable asset base, the owner will receive  some
tax benefits  in the event of death loss  before
the animal is fully depreciated  (see table 4B).'1
Using  the  same  logic  as  before,  the  present
value per unit of productive cow capacity is as
follows:
(8)i V*(T)  = (-  2  *)
t=l  - 2  tQ
t =- (R*Q*  +  *Q*t)
where  Q,t  and  Q*,t  are  the  adjusted  table  2
probabilities.
Under  the  post-TRA  tax  law,  this  formu-
lation changes  in  only the following respects:
(a) the ITC is now  zero;  (b)  the depreciation
rates, Dn;  have changed; and (c) the depreciable
basis is CV= -R*,  = PyWy + OC3, reflecting
capitalization  of the  preproductive  expense,
OC3.
Steady State Profits
The foregoing  model yields  optimal  cow-calf
management  strategies which  do  not depend
on  a  modeler's  essentially  arbitrary  choice
among  alternative  cash  flow  sequences  (e.g.,
whether  costs of replacement  are born at the
outset or at the time of culling).  However, the
dollar value  measures,  V*(),  are sensitive  to
this ordering, and thus do not provide reliable
measures  of profits.'1 To  obtain such  a mea-
'0These tax benefits are net of required ITC recapture on animals
which die or are  replaced before  living five productive  years.
" Changes in  V*()  do, however, measure changes in the present
value of profits.
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Table  2.  Event Probabilities with a Raise  Strategy
Probability that Animal  Probability of Replacement
Time  Cow Age  Survives to Age t  with  Time t Producing Cow
-2  1  Qs,-2= 1  0
-1  2  Qs,  - = q2  0
0  3  Qs,o  q2q3  QRO  (
1
q 2)
1  4  Q, I  q2q  q4  QR,L  q2(  q* )
2  5  Qs.2 = q2q  q4q 5 QR,2  q2q*(l  - q*)
T-  4  - 1  QS,T-4  = q 2q*  '  q*-2qr-  QR.T-4  =  q 2q  '  q*  T3(1  -q-  -2)
T-  3  T  Qs T -3  =  q 2q* . q*--  r  .3  q 2q  q-2(1  q-)
T-  2  0  QR.T-2  q2q*  q=-T-2_q-
Note:  q* = q,(l  - O,v,  - (1 - 0,)y) = probability  that the cow  lives and is retained  beyond age t. For t  <  3, q* = 1 and q*  = q 2.
sure, we construct the steady state distribution
of cow  ages  which  results  from  the optimal
replacement policy. Associated with this steady
state distribution is an annual expected profit
level  (per unit of capacity).  The  latter  profit
measure  represents  the  long-run  annual  ex-
pected cash flow per cow with the optimal pol-
icy, regardless of  the initial starting point. Based
on table 5 (where NR and NB are defined), these
steady state profit (SSP) measures are
T-3
(RtQs,, +  ,tQD.t)
(9)  SSPR  =  - , and
NR
T-3
(RT*Q*.  + x'*Q*,)
SSPB= '=-
with R and B indexing raise and buy strategies.
Data
Physical data utilized for the analysis are shown
in table 6. The two sets of birth rates are from
Rogers  (also  see  Bentley,  Waters,  and Shum-
way) and Patterson et al. The analysis was run
for both cases. Rates of death and culling due
to  illness  (v,)  are  extrapolated  from  Greer,
Table 3.  Cash Flows  with Raise  Strategy under Post-TRA  Tax Law
(A) Survival Flows
Time  Cow Age  Expected Cash Flow
-2  1  R-2 = -(PCW(1  - ) + OC)(1 + l)
-1  2  R _  =  -OC 3 +n(Ph 2 Wh2(1  - ) + TOC 2)
0,. .. , (T-  4)  t = {3  .,  (T - 1)}  R,_3  = {'/2((PcWc, + PsWst)Ot
- OCt+l(t(1 - Vt) + (1  - (  - y))}(1 - r)
+ rDt  2(OC2 + OC3) + [0,v, + (1  - O)'y][PhWh(1 - r)
t-2
T-  3  T  RT-3 =+  (OC2 + OC3)(1  - Dn)]
n=l
{/2(PC  WCT  + PSST)Ot}(1  - )
t-3
+ PhW^hA  - r) + r(OC2 + OC3)(1  - Z  Dn)
n=l
(B)  Cash Flows from Death Loss
Time  Age t  Tax ,Savings  Probability
-1  2  x-i = rOC2(  +  )  QD,-  = (1 - q2)
0  3  Xo  = r(OC 2 + OC3)
~-3  eQD,O  =  q 2(1  - 1q 3)
t-  3  t  > 3  Xt-3 =  (OC2 + OC3)(1  - D)  Qt-3 =q 2q3 ;pd.  (l  - q)  )
n=l
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Table 4.  Cash Flows  with Buy  Strategy under Pre-TRA Tax Law
(A)  Survival Flows
Time  Cow Age  Expected Cash Flow
-1  2  R*-  = -PyW(  - ITQ + OC3(1  + r)
0.  .. , (T-  4)  t = {3,..., (T-  1)}  R*  3 =  {/2(PcW  + PsW, 1 t)0
- OCt+(0t(l - t) + (1 - t)(  - y))}(1  - r) + rD,-2CV
t-2
·[Ot t + (1  - t)] {PhWt - T(PhWh  - CV(1  - Dn))
n=l
T - 3  T  - ITC-PyWmnax(  - , 0)(1  - 1/2T)}
5
RT_3 =  {/2(PCXCT + PWT,)J,(1  - T)
+ PhWhT - (PhWhT - CV(  - Dn))
n=l
- ITC-PyWmnax( - , 0)(1  - 1/2)
5
(B)  Cash Flows from Death Loss
Time  Age t  Tax Savings  Probability
7-t
0  3  X  = rCV - ITC Py Wmax(  -- ,  0)(1  -/2r)  Q*,o =  (1  q 3)
5
t-3  t--I
1,....  t = 4,  ....  X*-3 = rC(1  - Z  Dn)  Q*_3 = (1 - q)  I  qn
n=l  n=3
- 7-t
- ITCPyWymax(  -- ,  0)(1  - 1/2r)
Notes:  CV  P,W,(1 -12ITC) is the depreciable basis.  The cash  flow expressions  in table 4 assume that  (P,WV,,  - CV)  < 0, implying
that the capital gains exclusion does not come into play. For the data used here, this inequality holds. The last term in the R*_3 expression
(t  >  3) reflects ITC recapture.
Table 5.  Steady State Age  and Cash Flow  Distribution
(A) With Raise Strategy
Cash Flows for Each Age Group
Cow Age  Steady State Age  Frequency  Survival  Flow  Probability  Death Flow  Probability
1  (1 + r)/NRa  R  2/(1  + 71)  1  0  0
2  1/NR  R_  q2  X-  (1  q2)
3  q2/NR  R  q3  Xo  (1  3)
4  q2q*/NR  Rl  q4  Xi  (1  q 4)
T  q2q*  *  *  qT-  I/NR  RT-3  qr  -3(1  qT)
(B) With  Buy Strategy
2  /NBb  R*  1  0
3  1/NB  R  q  (1  q)
4  q/NB  R*  q4  (1-q 4 )
5  (qf3q*/NB  R*  q5  *  (1 - q)
X2
T  _  /_q4  * ..  q*-I/NB  R*T  qTX  (1  qT)
a NR  =  (1  + 7?) + 1 +  2 + q2q  +  + (q2*  ..  T-  ).
b  NB= 2  + q* +  q*q4* +  .. + (q*q  4... q*T-)
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Table  6.  Data
(A)  Physical Data Utilized for the Analysis
Weights
Birth Rates  Calf
Culling due
Cow Age  Source (l)a  Source (2)b  Death  Ratesc  to Illnessc  Cow  Heifer  Steer
2  .01  .008  850
3  .890  .90  .0135  .0276  1,000  444  474
4  .927  .93  .0113  .0234  1,100  464  496
5  .945  .95  .0073  .0367  1,100  486  520
6  .943  .94  .0146  .0403  1,100  486  520
7  .930  .93  .0160  .063  1,100  486  520
8  .908  .93  .0160  .0736  1,100  486  520
9  .870  .92  .0166  .0922  1,100  486  520
10  .820  .92  .0166  .1070  1,100  486  520
11  .766  .90  .0184  .122  1,100  464  496
12  .700  .90  .0192  .137  1,075  464  496
13  .636  .87  .0200  .152  1,050  464  496
14  .562  .82  .0208  .167  1,025  464  496
15  .450  .77  .0216  .182  1,000  464  496
(B)  Depreciation  Schedule  on Five-Year Asset
Calendar Year Rates  Planning Year Ratesd
Year of Asset Life  Pre-1987 Dn  Post-1987  Dn  Pre-1987 D,  Post-1987 Dn
1  .15  .2000  .3150  .4400
2  .22  .3200  .2125  .2240
3  .21  .1920  .2100  .1344
4  .21  .1152  .2100  .1152
5  .21  .1152  .0525  .0720
6  .00  .0576  .0000  .0144
(C)  Price  Data
Price  Low  Intermediate  High
..............--.  ---.--------  ($/customer) -------------------------------------  ------  --------
Pc  74.14  83.00  91.86
PI  80.00  88.50  97.00
Ph  35.38  42.50  49.62
P, 2 56.79  69.00  81.21
a See Rogers.
b  These figures  are our approximations  based on the  1987 study by Patterson et al.
c  Greer,  Whitman,  and Woodward present statistics only through  age  10.  Subsequent percentages  represent judgmental extrapolations.
Some of the earlier percentages  are also  adjusted slightly to preserve an increasing rate structure.
d The  planning year is assumed to be October  1 to October  1.
Whitman,  and  Woodward.  The  weights  are
taken from Kay and Rister, though updated to
reflect technological  improvements  according
to the  advice of Daniel Drake,  University  of
California  Livestock  Farm  Advisor.  The  al-
terations include (a) higher cow weights at ages
three through five and (b) an extra  15 pounds
on all weaning weights.  The mean weights  of
retained  heifer  calves  and  replacement  year-
lings are  set at  500  and  900 pounds,  respec-
tively;  these weights  are higher  than  average
because of the selection of heavier heifers  for
replacement.
Operating costs, which do not include  cap-
ital (i.e., interest) or replacement expenditures,
are estimated from the livestock budgets of the
University  of California  Cooperative  Exten-
sion Service.  A producing cow is estimated to
cost between  $275  and  $325  per year,  while
the  cost  of raising  a yearling  from  a weaned
heifer calf is estimated at $220 to $260. In the
analysis,  three levels  of costs are  considered:
high ($325 and $260), intermediate ($300 and
$240) and low ($275  and $220). Intermediate
cost levels  are considered  normal.
Pre-  and post-1987  depreciation  schedules
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are shown in table  6B.12 Since the winter cycle
gives us roughly a planning year of October to
October,  depreciation  schedules  must be  ad-
justed to reflect the allowances for this interval,
rather than for the calendar year.  This adjust-
ment implies  that the  first planning year  de-
preciation percentage  is the first calendar  year
depreciation, plus three-quarters of the second
calendar year depreciation  amount.  Likewise,
the second planning year depreciation is one-
quarter of the second and three-quarters of the
third calendar year amounts,  and so on.
Of the  thirteen  pre-1987  marginal  income
tax rates, four are considered here:  15%, 26%,
35%, and 50%. Post-1987 tax rates of 15% and
28%  are examined with the  TRA tax regime.
Rate parameters are varied as follows, with the
normal case indicated by an asterisk: 7 (culling
rate for non producers) E {.5,  1*},  7 (extra re-
tention) E {0,  .1*,  .2},  i (interest rate)  E {.07,
.1*,  .13}.
Finally, prices  are  set at three levels:  high,
intermediate,  and low. The intermediate price
level is an estimate  of recent California prices
taken from California  Livestock Market News.
High  and  low  prices  are  selected  to  be  two
standard  deviations  above and below current
prices, with the adjustment based on a histor-
ical measure of the prices' covariance  matrix,
Z. Specifically, 2 is estimated using three years
of monthly  data (1984-86)  taken  from  Cali-
fornia  Department  of Food  and  Agriculture
statistics.  Decomposing  z  so  that  2  =  ZZ',
letting P (a vector)  denote current prices,  and
letting  t denote  a vector of ones,  Phgh = P  +
2Zt, and Pow = P  - 2ZL.  The resulting prices
are shown in table 6C.
The quoted prices used for Pc, P,, Py, Ph. and
Ph2 are as follows: Pc is feeder heifer,  400-500
pounds, Stockton; Ps and Py, feeder steer, 400-
500 pounds,  Stockton;  Ph, cutter cows,  Stock-
ton; and Ph2 and Py, heavy feeder heifer, Shas-
ta.
Setting  Py  =  Ph2 is  consistent  with  expert
12  Under  post-1987  tax  law,  the  calendar  year  depreciation
schedule depends  on whether  40% or more  of new capital assets
are  acquired  within  the  last quarter  of the  year;  if so,  the  mid-
quarter convention  applies; if not, the midyear convention applies.
Here we assume  that the  midyear convention  is relevant,  essen-
tially implying that buyers purchase the bulk of their replacements
(and/or other capital  assets) by the end of September rather than
in October or November. However, we test for sensitivity of out-
comes  to application  of the mid-quarter  convention  for  buyers,
finding that replacement  policies are unaffected  and annual equiv-
alent values change by very small amounts (relative  to steady state
profits).
advice received in constructing  the model. To
determine the predicted outcomes'  sensitivity
to this specification,  we also set Py = .5(Ph2  +
Ps).
Results
Table 7 presents  selected outcomes  of the nu-
merical analysis. In highlighting these and oth-
er  results,  we  will  first  focus  on  the  TRA's
impact on replacement  strategy and then dis-
cuss the effects  on profitability.
Replacement Strategy
Buy  versus raise.  In  many  circumstances,  a
rancher's  optimal  buy  versus  raise  choice
changes  under the new tax law.  For example,
with  calving  rates  from  source  (2)  (see  table
6A) and a low relative yearling price, formerly
high tax bracket ranchers switch from raise to
buy under the new tax act. With a high relative
yearling price,  a rancher who stays in the  15%
tax bracket often shifts from buy to raise.
To explain these effects, note that the value
of a capital  gains  exclusion  (with raising)  in-
creases  with  the rancher's  tax rate,  while  the
value  of an ITC (with buying) stays constant.
Thus, for a low tax bracket operator,  the loss
of the capital gains exclusion  (CGE) under the
TRA does not lead to a significant  additional
cost  of raising  replacements,  though  the  loss
of the ITC eliminates a significant inducement
to buy replacements. With a high relative year-
ling price discouraging a buy strategy, the pres-
ence or absence of the ITC will make the  dif-
ference between the relative profitability of buy
and raise strategies for the low tax bracket op-
erators. In contrast, the loss of the CGE is more
important for formerly high tax bracket ranch-
ers. With a low relative yearling price favoring
a buy strategy,  the loss of the CGE eliminates
the  key  inducement  for the  high  tax  bracket
ranchers  to raise replacements.
This  explanation  attributes  policy  changes
to new tax rates  and elimination of the CGE
and ITC, rather than to new limits on expens-
ing  of preproductive  costs  or  to  changes  in
depreciation  regimes.  To  confirm  (or refute)
this reasoning, we performed the analysis with-
out the latter two changes  in the tax law;  the
resulting  replacement  strategies  are  identical
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Table 7.  Optimum Replacement  Age  (T),  Buy (B) Versus Raise (R)  Decision,  and Steady State
Profit (SSP) Under Alternative  Income Tax Rate and Price Regimes,  Pre-TRA and Post-TRA
Relati
v e Base Cased  High Price
e Low Price
e




c T  B/R  SSP  T  B/R  SSP  T  B/R  SSP
1  Low  .15A  10  B  40
.26A  10  B  35
.35A  9  R  31
.50A  6  R  35
.15X  10  B  32
.28X  10  B  27
2  Low  .15A  11  B  45
.26A  12  B  39
.35A  10  R  35
.50A  6  R  36
.15X  13  B  37
.28X  13  B  31
1  High  .15A  10  R  26
.26A  9  R  29
.35A  9  R  31
.50A  6  R  35
.15X  10  R  20
.28X  10  R  17
2  High  .15A  13  B  34
.26A  11  R  33
.35A  10  R  34
.50A  6  R  36
.15X  13  R  26
.28X  13  R  22
10  B  64
9  R  56
8  R  56
5  R  57
10  B  55
10  R  47
12  B  70
11  R  61
10  R  58
5  R  58
13  B  61
13  B  52
10  R  56
9  R  56
8  R  56
5  R  57
10  R  48
10  R  41
12  R  61
11  R  59
10  R  58
5  R  58
13  R  54

















































a  The  source numbers  correspond to those in table  6A.
b The  low yearling  price is P,,  and the high yearling price  is .5(P,2 + Ps). Note that these yearling prices are relative in that they follow
changes in  P,,  and P,  (see  e).
c  A  signifies  pre-TRA and X signifies post-TRA.
d The  base case sets prices,  costs, the interest rate, the extra retention parameter  (77),  and the culling rate for nonproducing cows at their
n9rmal  values  as indicated in  the text.
e High price  and low  price  indicate that P,,  P,, Ph and P,2  are set two  standard deviations above and below their current  (Dec. 1987)
values, as described in the text.
to those  that emerge in the presence  of these  The increase in cull  ages under the TRA is
TRA changes.l3  greatest  for  the  formerly  high  tax  bracket
Planned culling age.  Optimal  culling  ages  ranchers.  This is because, under pre-TRA tax
increase under the TRA because of elimination  law, the optimal raise strategy  culling age de-
of the  ITC  and  the  capital  gains  exclusion.  creases  as  the tax rate rises.  With a  CGE, the
Though the new ban on expensing of prepro-  relative  value of the capital gain from culling
ductive costs should also favor higher cull ages,  (relative to other after-tax cash flows) increases
we  find that  this tax  change  has  no effect  on  with the  tax rate; thus, before  the TRA, high
replacement  policy. 1 4,15 tax rate ranchers had a greater incentive to cull
early.
Variation in parameters. Perhaps the  most
remarkable  outcome of varying economic pa-
13Post-TRA policies are also found to be insensitive to expensing  rameters is the  insensitivity  of optimal  man-
ofpreproductive costs without preservation of the old depreciation  meters  te  sen  ty  ptimal man
schedule.  agement  practices  to  these  changes.  For  ex-
14 These results are consistent with Rister and Kay, who pointed  ample, a two standard deviation change in beef
out that  the  capital  gains  exclusion  will  lead  to earlier  culling.  prices  leads  to  only  occasional  and  minor
However, as noted, the results here also reflect the impact of other
tax provisions not examined by the latter authors.
15 In  interpreting  planned  culling  ages,  note  that they  do  not  production.  For example,  with planned culling  ages of 6, 10,  and
represent  average  culling  ages. Rather,  they  represent  the age  at  12,  the average  lifespan  of the cow is  only 5.3,  7.3,  and 7.9,  re-
which a cow will be culled if not culled earlier for illness  or non-  spectively  [using 0 series  (2)].
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Table 8.  Tax Brackets/Relative  Yearling Price [Low  (L),  High (H)]
.15A/L  .26A/L  .35A/L  .50A/L  .15A/H  .26A/H  .35A/H  .50A/H
Two standard devia-
tion reduction in
prices ($)  -25.50  -21.64  -19.54  -20.74  -27.08  -26.58  -24.45  -20.74
Increase in costs to
high cost case  -18.91  -16.36  -14.38  -11.94  -18.71  -16.18  -14.26  -11.94
50% reduction  in cow
illness/death  rates  7.43  6.32  5.53  3.79  7.88  6.73  5.82  3.79
Decrease in calving
rates [to 0 series (1)]  -5.43  -4.04  -3.99  -. 83  -7.11  -3.84  -2.98  -.83
changes  in  replacement  strategies  (though  it
leads to dramatic changes in the level of prof-
its).  The  insensitivity  of  policies  to  price
changes is consistent with earlier research (see,
for example,  Kay and Rister; Rister and Kay;
Bentley,  Waters,  and Shumway).  This insen-
sitivity  is attributable  to the following  obser-
vation:  cull  age and  buy versus raise  choices
are determined  by the relative  magnitudes  of
returns over time and across policies and not
by absolute levels of returns.
To the extent that price  changes  affect op-
timal policies, the impacts are as follows: Un-
der pre-TRA tax law, higher prices lead to oc-
casional  switching  from  buy  to  raise  and,
sometimes,  slightly  lower  culling  ages;  no
changes occur under the TRA. Under both tax
regimes, lower prices lead to a few more buy
decisions. We attribute these effects to a lower
relative  importance  of raising  costs  (vis-a-vis
yearling costs and net revenues) in a high (ver-
sus low) price  situation.
Changes in other economic parameters  [in-
cluding operating costs, the interest rate, extra
retention  (a7),  and culling of unproductive cows
(7)] have no appreciable effect on management
practices.  However,  the  more  recent  calving
rate data [i.e., 0 series (2)] leads to higher cull-
ing ages; this is due to higher calving percent-
ages  for older cows,  which reduces the incen-
tive to cull.  We also tested for the effect of a
proportional  reduction  in rates of death  and
culling due  to illness;  this change  had no im-
pact on replacement policy, again because rel-
ative magnitudes  of returns are not apprecia-
bly altered by the change.
Profitability
By any standards, the TRA leads to large losses
in profit for cow-calf operations. For example,
with base case parameters and 0  series (2) (table
6A), steady state profits (per cow per year) de-
cline by the following dollar amounts (and per-
centages) for the indicated  tax brackets:
Tax Brackets
.15A/.15X  .26A/.28X  .35A/.28X  .50A/.28X
Low rel.  $8.16  (18.1%)  $7.83 (20.1%)  $3.54 (10.2%)  $4.58  (12.8%)
Yearling
price
High rel.  $7.69 (22.9%)  $10.76  (32.9%)  $11.82 (35.0%)  $13.87  (38.8%)
Yearling
price
(As in table 7, A and Xdesignate pre- and post-
TRA tax rates, respectively.)
To put these statistics into perspective,  con-
sider the following changes in steady state prof-
its [from the base case with 0 series  (2)] when
prices, costs, cow death rates, and calving rates
are altered (see table 8). These numbers reveal
that  the  TRA  has  a larger impact  on  steady
state profits than major changes in either calv-
ing  or  death  rates.  Though  large  changes  in
costs  or prices  lead to larger  swings in steady
state profits than caused by the TRA, the TRA's
impact is substantial  even  in the  presence  of
such fluctuations.
While  steady  state profits give  a  rough  in-
dicator of effects on long-run profit levels, they
do not capture  benefits and costs  of different
time paths for cash flows. Thus, while the cash
flow consequences  of eliminating the ITC and
CGE are reflected in steady state profits, these
profits are invariant to changes  in preproduc-
tive expense  allowances  and  depreciation  re-
gimes.  To  obtain an  indication of these pro-
visions'  relative  importance  to  ranchers'
profits,  we now look  at changes  in the value
of an infinite stream of replacement cows that
would result from  (a) allowing preproductive
costs to  be  expensed  under  current  law,  and
(b) returning to the pre-TRA depreciation  re-
gime (also with preproductive  expensing).
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As  noted  earlier,  neither  of ti
alters  management  practices.  He
ductive expensing (which benefits
is relevant  only for the  high rela
price case  in which a raise  stratel
Likewise,  reversion to  old depre
is relevant  only  for the  low rela
price  case  in which  a buy  stratel
The following numbers are the a:
alent  per-cow  value  changes  [wi











Because these measures are in tl
as steady  state  profits,  we  can c
the  TRA's elimination  of the  IT
preproductive expense allowances
costly to beef-cow producers, whi
profit  gains  from  the TRA's  me
preciation  of purchased  animal
However,  this last statement  she
hese  changes  numerical  analysis  indicate  that  the  tax  law
rnce,  prepro-  changes  will  have  significant  effects  on  both
, only raisers)  optimal decisions  and  present values  of beef
[tive  yearling  cow operations.  More  specifically,  when pro-
gy is chosen.  visions of the TRA of 1986  are fully effective
,ciation rates  in 1988, the optimum age for culling beef cows
tive yearling  will increase,  as will the after-tax  costs of beef
gy  is chosen.  cow operations.
nnual  equiv-  Two limitations of the analysis are apparent.
th  base  case  (a) While economic and technical parameters
the above re-  are  varied,  prices  and  culling  rates  for non-
productive cows are considered exogenous.  A
more  general  model  would  endogenize  price
Tax  Bracket  and specify a bayesian updating procedure  to
5X  .28X  determine optimal cow-specific culling choices.
..  . (b) Perhaps  more important, the model incor-
3.95  7.38  porates  stationarity  assumptions  with respect
to beef prices,  costs,  and  technology.  Hence,
.67  -1.26  stochastic and/or cyclical changes in prices and
other parameters  are not considered.
Both limitations  suggest that further  work
may  be  warranted,  and  this  work  would  be
he same units  aided by the recent  contributions of Bentley
onclude  that  and Shumway,  Hertzler,  and Trapp on cattle
'C  CGE and  price cycles in stochastic models without taxes.
are each very  The generalizations  could be particularly  use-
le producers'  ful in discerning  tax law effects  on prices, the
)re rapid  de-  price cycle,  and the change in optimal choices
s  is  modest.  over time, issues which are beyond the scope
uld be aual-  of our analysis.
ified by noting that our analysis  does not in-
corporate capital investments other than cows
themselves.  Particularly  if these  other invest-
ments  tend to  be  made early  in the  calendar
year,  beef producers'  total per-cow gain from
the  depreciation  change  can  be  much  larger
than suggested by the statistics above. For the
same reason,  these numbers do not imply that
ranchers  who raise  replacements  should elect
to expense  their preproductive  costs  and use
straight-line  depreciation  on all  other capital
assets (see footnote 8). However, they do imply
that there is good reason for the livestock in-
dustry's interest in restoring preproductive ex-
pensing to the tax code.
Summary and Conclusion
This paper  presents  a model  of optimal beef
cow  replacement  strategy  in a  stochastic  en-
vironment under U.S. tax rules effective before
and after the Tax Reform  Act of 1986.  Both
the buy versus raise decision and the optimal
culling age  choice are analyzed.  Results of the
[Received February  1988; final revision
received August 1988.]
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